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This study was designed to investigate the effectiveness of an in-service course, the 
‘New Teachers Training Course’ (NT), at Eastern Mediterranean University English 
Preparatory School (EMUEPS) in Northern Cyprus. The study aimed at finding out the 
extent to which the NT course helped the new teachers to implement the integrated skills 
curriculum. It investigated how the NT course in EMUEPS promoted knowledge, skills 
and attitude o f the trainees.
The data collection procedure took place in EMUEPS. The subjects o f this study 
were 31 new teachers who all participated the NT course, 4 teacher trainers and the 
coordinator o f the NT course. In this study both quantitative and qualitative data were 
gathered. The quantitative data were collected through Likert scale questionnaire and the 
qualitative data were collected through two open-ended questions and interviews. The 
questionnaire containing both close-ended and open-ended questions was given to each 
participant o f the NT course and interviews were conducted with the teacher training 
coordinator and teacher trainers. The focus o f the questionnaire and interviews was mainly
on the expected improvement in the participants’ knowledge, skills and attitudes towards 
teaching learning practices, in addition to their general understanding of the NT course.
During the first stage of data analysis, frequencies were determined for each 
questionnaire item. Secondly, quantitative data results were analyzed and their means and 
standard deviations were calculated and displayed in tables. Thirdly, qualitative data 
results of the open-ended questions in the current trainee questionnaire were analyzed and 
the results were listed in tables according to their response categories. Finally, responses 
from interviews were compared with the data gathered from participant questionnaires. It 
was hoped that a cross sectional study would help the study to analyze the kind of changes 
the course brings about.
The results of the study show that the NT course in EMUEPS benefited the 
trainees. The skills they acquired throughout the course were transferred into effective 
actual teaching situations. The teaching coordinator and the teacher trainers also reported 
that the trainees improved their teaching abilities in the implementation of the new 
integrated-skills program in EMUEPS.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION
Evaluation plays a critical role in education. Educational evaluation is one o f the 
fields that can enlighten us in evaluating the effectiveness of an educational process such 
as a teacher training program. There is a considerable growth o f attention given to 
evaluation o f these kinds of training programs in educational contexts.
Worthen and Sanders (1973) consider program evaluation a systematic process 
that leads to an effective analysis of relevant data collected. They define program 
evaluation as a systematic collection and analysis of all relevant information which is 
considered necessary to promote the improvement of a program. The assessment o f the 
‘New Teachers’ program’s (NT) effectiveness, as well as the participants’ attitudes within 
this has generated a great deal of interest in Eastern Mediterranean University English 
Preparatory School (EMUEPS).
Although it is common for teachers to take teacher training courses, Rea-Dickins 
(1993) expresses some uncertainty about the effectiveness of the teacher training 
programs. According to her, it is not known whether or not the classroom performances 
of those teachers improve after taking a teacher training course. The aim o f this study is to 
find out if the NT course in EMUEPS has improved the new teachers’ classroom 
performance through an integrated-skills program.
In Eastern Mediterranean University English Preparatory School, (EMUEPS), a 
skills-integrated system has recently been implemented. This system has been in effect 
since September 1997. In this system, teachers concentrate on two or more skills during 
each lesson. Integrating all skills in English For Academic Purposes (EAP) at English 
Preparatory school helps our students extend their abilities to use different skills in 
meaningful manners. Since the purpose of EAP English Preparatory school is to enable 
students to use English effectively when they move into their actual departments, during 
the preparation period in the preparatory school they must acquire an effective use of all 
four skills together;
Our mission at EMUEPS is; to provide students with the English they will 
need to enter their chosen field of study at EMU; to develop study skills 
relevant to academic work; to foster autonomy in the learning process; and 
to contribute to the improvement o f the quality of the learning and teaching 
of English within the university. (EMUEPS Teachers’ Handbook, 1997- 
98,p.2)
As stated above the aim of the EMUEPS is to prepare students for an English medium 
university education. The methodology is eclectic, but with a communicative emphasis. 
Hence the purpose is not to talk about language, but to equip students to be able to use 
language in an academic context. Exposure to the English language is achieved through 
intensive classwork, the Computer Assisted Language Learning Laboratories, Student
Background of Study
Resource Centers and the general Preparatory school environment. All classrooms are 
equipped with televisions, video cassette recorders, overhead projectors and air 
conditioners.
The EMUEPS syllabus includes an integrated program o f English language 
instruction which runs for 20 hours a week. This is the core program and the language and 
skills from this course will be tested in the level tests. (Students sit a Level Test after each 
8 week period; successful students move into the next level.) A further 4 hours a week is 
devoted to a program o f complementary skills development, especially listening and 
reading. Apart from this, there is a further 3 hours o f structured self study, linked to the 
syllabus, and held in the CALL Lab., Student Self Access Center and Listening Center 
(one hour a week each). Therefore, each student has 27 hours o f planned work in class per 
week.
Acting on the request o f the EMUEPS administration, the Teacher Training and 
Development Committee prepared a ‘New Teachers’ (NT) training program which is 
defined in the following way:
A one-year structured program o f teacher development for new graduates 
and those new to classroom teaching. This program includes a pre-service 
intensive course, weekly INSET sessions, tutorials, and a maximum of two 
observations per semester. The program aims to provide teachers with 
classroom skills and techniques relevant to EMUEPS. (EMUEPS 
Teachers’ Handbook, 1997-98,p. 12).
This program works in conjunction with the implementation of the new integrated-skills 
program o f English language instruction. In the NT program the teachers are expected to 
become aware o f and familiar with the general idea of language teaching strategies and the 
way such strategies can help them accomplish various language tasks through the new 
system. It is compulsory for all the new teachers o f EMUEPS who have no official 
teaching background to take this course. Therefore, the development o f those teachers’ 
classroom performance in terms of changes in 1) knowledge o f methodology; 2) skills in 
integration o f listening, speaking, reading and writing; and 3) attitude towards self, 
colleagues, students and teaching itself should be systematically evaluated.
Statement of the Problem
Students moving from the EMUEPS to their regular departments find themselves 
in a difficult position when adapting to a more complex working environment where 
English is used communicatively. These students complain about their oral English 
competency after the Preparatory School. Moreover, students do not develop an effective 
integration o f the four skills needed for their university study in their regular departments. 
Lecturers in the departments complained about their students because their students’ oral 
English competency is quite inefficient in understanding their lecturers. The EMUEPS 
administration took these complaints into consideration and made some changes in the 
current curriculum. Therefore, the Preparatory School began to focus on oral skills, and to 
do this they decided to incorporate oral skills in an integrated-skills program. In order to
address this problem, teachers should be trained to implement integrated skills-based 
programs and the NT training program has been designed to serve that purpose. This 
study aims at assessing the effectiveness o f the NT program.
Purpose of the Study
It is essential for my teaching institution to find out to what extent the New 
Teachers training program (NT) prepares the teachers of EMUEPS to implement the 
EMUEPS syllabus which includes an integrated program o f English language instruction. 
Detailed research will be done in my institution to answer the question o f whether the NT 
course prepares the teachers to implement the new skills-integrated system effectively in 
EMUEPS. The request o f the EMUEPS administration led me to work on this topic.
My proposed research intends to examine if the New Teachers training program 
helps to improve its participants’ teaching abilities effectively to implement the current 
integrated-skills program after completing the course at the end of an academic year.
When carrying out this research, I will focus on the ‘EMUEPS New Teachers 
program’ training course syllabus. I will also focus on the teaching practices and input 
sessions of the NT course to see if the teachers effectively apply the theoretical knowledge 
taught in the NT Course in their classroom teaching.
The results o f this study can benefit the course designers, trainers and teacher 
training coordinators (to make any necessary changes to the teacher training programs), 
other teacher training programs (to enable the course designers avoid possible similar 
problems that may arise for the other teacher training courses), the participants of the 
course (to raise an awareness about strengths and weaknesses o f their knowledge and 
skills), the institution (to provide a useful evaluation o f the course) and the Colleague 
Mentor groups (where teachers share their teaching experiences).
Significance of the Study
Research Question
This study will address the following main research questions:
Is the ‘New Teachers’ training program effective in terms o f
1) Increasing participants’ knowledge o f methodology?
2) participants’ ability to integrate skills in teaching?
3) promoting a positive attitude towards self, colleagues, students and teaching 
itself?
CHAPTER II; LITERATURE REVIEW
My research question focuses on the effectiveness of the NT training program at 
EMUEPS and the extent to which the NT program helps to equip new teachers to 
implement the new integrated skills program in EMUEPS. Since the role o f teacher 
training programs in the implementation of English language teaching programs has gained 
increased attention at EMUEPS, it is especially important to evaluate this teacher training 
program to see how much it promotes changes in participants’ knowledge, skills and 
attitude.
To answer my research questions, I reviewed the current professional literature on 
theoiy and research concerning the evaluation of teacher training programs and the 
teaching o f English through an integrated-skills approach. The first part o f the literature 
review focuses on the evaluation o f the teacher training programs. The second part 
discusses the integration o f skills as a part o f communicative language teaching.
In the evaluation and implementation of teacher training programs themes which 
contribute to the effectiveness o f teacher training programs including curriculum and 
teacher training, teacher training practices and teacher observation are discussed below.
Effectiveness of Teacher Training Programs 
In her study Ozgirin (1996) has evaluated the DTEFLA teacher training program’s 
effectiveness and the findings show that the course is effective in terms o f the criteria 
mentioned above: “General results of the study show that the DTEFLA course is effective
in terms of promoting changes in teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitude awareness and 
performance ... ” (p.80). In Ozgirin’s (1996) study the term effectiveness is defined as:
.... a decision making process based on four constituents:
Knowledge (the what of teaching, including subject matter, knowledge of
students, o f the sociocultural and institutional context),
skills (the how o f teaching, including methods, techniques and materials),
attitude (an effective stance towards self, activity, and others which links
internal dynamics and external performances), and
awareness (the quality of attention given to these - a trigger necessary for
growth and change). (Ozgirin, 1996,p. 11)
She also considers performance as the fifth constituent and as an outcome o f all these in 
active teaching, a teachers’ ability to reflect the first four constituents mentioned above.
Similar to Ozgirin’s definitions. Freeman (1989) defines knowledge as; ‘the what 
of teaching, the knowledge of students and institutional context, skills as the how of 
teaching; methods and techniques, attitude as an effective stance towards self, students 
and teaching itself, and awareness as the quality of attention given to the knowledge, skills 
and attitude. According to him, the four terms mentioned above helps us to understand 
what effectiveness of a language program for teachers is.
In another study Daloglu (1996) evaluated an in-service teacher training course, 
‘Royal Society o f Arts / Certificate for Overseas Teachers o f English’ (RSA/COTE) in 
BUSEL at Bilkent University. In her study Daloglu conducted interviews and observations 
and used questionnaires to collect data. In order to triangulate the data analyzed Daloglu
gathered information from four sets of subjects; students, participants o f the course, tutors 
and past trainees. She evaluated the data collected through the perspectives o f the COTE 
participants, past trainees, instructors and students in the participant teachers’ classes. The 
study examined the strengths and weaknesses of the course such as the trainees’ 
confidence, skills and awareness.
Although many teachers take teacher training courses, Rae-Dickins (1993) 
expresses some doubt about the effectiveness of the teacher training programs. According 
to her it is not known whether or not the classroom performances o f those teachers 
improves after taking a teacher training course. Confirming Rae-Dickins there is an 
evidence o f failure in teacher training programs in two reports; Carneige Forum (1986) 
and Tomorrow’s Teachers (1986). These reports evidence a general failure in the 
American educational system. The blame for this decline has been pointed directly at 
schools, teachers and teacher educators. Both reports contend that professional schools of 
education must develop rigorous standards for entrance into language teacher education. 
They also discuss the need for career leaders and a national board o f standards that would 
examine the competency o f language teachers. As stressed in these reports the situation 
described in these documents is seen as reprehensible and requires immediate fixing in 
second language teacher education in American educational system. For this reason the 
reports recommend ways in which teachers can become more professional; by associating 
university language teaching programs with schools. In this way, developing language 
teachers in an in-service university program can relate theory to practice in actual schools.
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Both reports agree that professional autonomy, authority and responsibilities of classroom 
teachers must increase greatly.
To sum up, the review o f literature on teacher training programs focuses on 
relating theory to practice and developing thinking processes for an ongoing development. 
In order to measure the changes participants live through the curriculum, the planned aims 
o f teachers, must be taken into consideration. These planned aims are generally reflected 
in the document known as curriculum. The contribution o f curriculum to maintain an 
effective teacher training program will be discussed below.
Curriculum and Teacher Training
Curriculum design is a mechanism that operationalizes the effective implementation 
o f planned aims and objectives of education. According to Nunan (1985), there is an 
indirect relationship between planning, teaching and learning, and in the presence of the 
first two the learning process takes place effectively. However, the planned aims and 
teachers’ expectations do not always fulfill the needs o f the teaching learning process. In 
other words, it can not be assumed that what is planned will be taught and that what is 
taught will be learned.
Nunan also suggests ways of bridging the gaps between planning, teaching and 
learning. For instance the participants o f a teacher training course should be as explicit as 
possible about the goals and objectives o f their courses. If  there are mismatches between 
the expectations of the learners and the official curriculum, these should be resolved 
through consultation and negotiation because teachers are the “consumers o f other
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people’s syllabuses” (Bell, 1983, p.7) and according to Nunan (1996) teachers use these 
syllabuses which are prepared by program designers at the requests o f the applied linguists 
and government agencies, “ . . . i n  other words, that their role is to implement the plans o f 
applied linguists, government agencies and so on” (Nunan, 1996,p.7).
As stated in Richards (1987) the primary goal of teacher education programs is the 
preparation o f effective teachers. Richards also claims that:
To prepare effective language teachers, it is necessary to have a theory o f 
effective language teaching - a statement o f the general principles that 
account for effective teaching, including a specification of the key variables 
in effective language teaching and how they are interrelated 
(Richards, 1990, p . 4).
In order to achieve an effective teacher training course three steps should be followed. 
Richards presents those steps as; “(a) Describe effective language teaching processes; (b) 
develop a theory of the nature of effective language teaching; and (c) develop principles 
for the preparation o f language teachers” (Richards, 1987,p.4). He also argues that while 
observing a teacher in the classroom the focus must be on how effective teachers achieve 
their instructional goals, the kinds of processes they go across and the systematic analysis 
of teacher-student interaction in the classroom.
To sum up with, there should be a systematicity underlying the teacher training 
principles. First, we must consider the planned aims and teachers’ expectations. The 
teachers must be as explicit as possible about the goals o f the course. Second, 
implementation of the planned aims must be evaluated. Finally, a criteria must be set to
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evaluate the development o f the participant teachers’ classroom skills and changes in their 
knowledge, skills and attitude.
In the evaluation of the effectiveness of teacher training programs participant 
teachers’ classroom skills are seen as mirror that reflects their success. Accordingly, to 
maintain the effectiveness o f a teacher training program, teacher training practices were
designed.
Theory and Practice in Teacher Training Programs 
Teacher training practices must take two kinds o f activities into consideration in 
order to explore and evaluate different aspects o f second language teaching. Ellis (1985) 
describes these two categories as: “.... those that are experiential and those that raise 
awareness” (Ellis, 1985,p.26). Experiential practices are defined as the teacher’s active 
involvement in the actual classroom teaching, and awareness-raising practices focus on the 
teacher’s understanding of the theories and principles o f effective teaching strategies for 
classroom teaching. In other words, experiential practices involve the student teacher in 
actual teaching. This can occur through “teaching practice, where the student teachers are 
required to teach actual students in real classrooms” (Ellis, 1985,p.27) and awareness­
raising practices are intended to develop the participants’ conscious understanding of the 
principles underlying second language teaching . . . .” . Awareness raising practice is 
provided in the forms of input sessions in a training program. If  input sessions which raise 
the course participants’ theoretical knowledge are followed by teaching practice in the
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course it is hoped that participant teachers will acquire the expected skills effectively and 
apply these skills to their actual classrooms.
In teacher training course the goal is for participant teachers to extend their 
theoretical knowledge through input sessions, and then apply that knowledge to practice 
teaching. Practical teaching sessions are observed by the teacher trainers for the purpose 
of measuring the effectiveness o f the teacher training program in equipping teachers with 
appropriate classroom teaching skills. In this way the teacher trainers provide a valuable 
source o f data in determining the effectiveness of the training programs.
Teacher Observations in Teacher Training Programs 
After their exposure to the input sessions and teaching practices, the participants 
of the teacher training courses are required to observe experienced teachers. Teacher 
observation is an important part of a teacher training program.
Day’s approach to teacher observation assumes that it is beneficial for student 
teachers to observe experienced teachers. In this way:
.... student teachers can begin to acquire action-system knowledge is 
through guided, systematic and focused observation o f experienced second 
language teachers. Such a process will aid the student teacher in 
conceptualizing what goes on in the second language classroom 
(Day,1990,p.43).
He also explains that a formal program of observation can help the student teacher in:
1. a terminology for understanding and discussing the teaching
14
2. developing an awareness o f the principles and decision making that 
underlie effective teaching
3. distinguishing between effective and ineffective classroom practices
4. identifying techniques and practices student teachers can apply to their 
own teaching (Day, 1990).
Day (1990) claims that a successful teacher training program assists student teacher to 
develop well organized and planned sets of theories and systems that can provide them 
effective teaching strategies.
There are many effective teaching strategies and integration of skills is one of 
them. Therefore, the following sections fully describe what constitutes integration of skills.
Integration o f Skills
One popular reason for integrating all four skills together is that in our eveiyday 
life we usually use more than one skill together. Harmer (1992) finds skills-segregation 
inadequate for two reasons; First, one skill cannot be performed without another. In a 
conversation it is impossible to speak without listening to another. Second, when dealing 
with a certain subject a person might use several skills. For instance, a student may both 
listen to a lecture and take notes at a time. Then the same student can describe the lecture 
to his/her friends after the lecture. To use one or more of the skills in any situation or 
context depends on the language point to be taught and on how that particular language 
point is being taught and on how that particular language point is used in everyday life. 
According to Harmer, we must use an integrated skills approach to teach particular
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language structure, functions or learning strategies, in order to help our students to extend 
their abilities to use different skills in a meaningful manner.
There are several ways o f integrating language skills. They come under various 
names and models. Some o f them are described below.
Models o f Language Learning
There are several models that we can use in an EAP teaching institution to teach 
four skills together. Brown (1994) claims that all the skills should be taught in an 
integrated manner in courses. According to him there are five models in common use. The 
first one is ‘content based’ teaching which considers language teaching as an integrator of 
some specific subject-matter with language learning. Secondly, he discusses ‘theme-based 
teaching’; in which the primary purpose of a course is to instruct students in a subject 
matter area. Third, he explains ‘experiential learning’ in which the focus is on activities 
which activate both right and left brain functioning to manipulate language learning 
through integrating skills and pointing to authentic, real-world purposes. Fourth, he 
presents the ‘episode hypothesis’ of John Oiler (1983, p. 12) which says that the 
presentation of language in an easily followed story line is one o f the ways to be successful 
in language teaching, “Text (i.e.., discourse in any form) will be easier to produce, 
understand, and recall, to the extent that it is structured episodically” (p.264). Finally, in a 
‘task based curriculum’, as Brown says, the learners of the language decide on their needs 
and the teacher organize tasks to reach certain goals.
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All the models presented above can effectively work in an integrated-skills based 
program where all four skills are taught integratively. Teachers are expected to focus on 
the content based teaching which is based on language teaching as an integrator o f specific 
subject matter with language learning. In addition to the four skills an additional fifth skill, 
study skills, which is considered as a complementary skills is presented below.
Study Skills
One common issue in integrating all the skills together for effective language 
teaching concerns the role o f a fifth skill in a content-based instruction, study skills. In her 
presentation o f a model to make effective use o f integration of the four skills through 
content based instruction, Snow (1989) claims that it is essential to adopt a fifth skill, 
study skills to the four skills. She focuses on developing strategies and preparing reading 
notes or study guides through reading and condensing large amounts o f reading materials. 
Finally she says that integrating the teaching of five skills within a content-based 
instruction will be useful for students in helping them manage their time wisely when 
preparing study guides through reading.
Many now believe that a program which provides specific instruction in reading 
and note taking skills, writing in situational contexts, presentations and tutorial 
participation as well as individual language development will help the implementation o f 
programs where an integrated-skills approach is used. As well as developing students 
reading abilities to develop students’ writing abilities process and product approaches to 
writing are frequently used in language teaching institutions.
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Process and Product approaches
Paltridge (1995) describes a teaching and learning approach in which the main 
focus is on both the process of developing academic communication skills as well as the 
learning-product or outcome. Within this approach the classroom activities are designed 
so that students produce essays after preparing background information by reading 
different sources. He ends up with the suggestion that integration o f process and product 
aspects o f language and learning in a single program will be beneficial to our learners.
There has recently been an upsurge o f interest in teaching four language skills 
together in EMUEPS. This has come as a response to the focus on imposing preparatory 
education. It is also claimed that for an effective language evaluation it is also important to 
evaluate language proficiency considering the four skills as inseparable parts o f the whole. 
According to Brown (1994, p.262-4) vocabulary, grammar, phonology, the “four skills,” 
and other discrete points of language cannot be considered separately from each other 
when testing language proficiency. He also suggests that in order to be successful in 
language proficiency, an evaluator must be more unitary than those who consider language 
as discrete parts o f a whole. For a successful multi-traitesting approach all four skills 
should be considered as a whole.
The benefit o f the integration of process and product with study skills is being 
gradually felt in other areas as well. Testing is one of them.
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Testing
With the recent increase in interest in the teaching of four skills together, the whole 
area o f testing language learning has become increasingly important. There is a recent 
development o f proficiency tests that reflects current methodological principles o f ELT 
course books which use all skills coherently. An integration o f skills is essential to test the 
learner’s ability to function in real communication. According to Irvine-Niakaris (1997), in 
order to exploit the positive link between teaching and testing effectively we need to 
analyze the objectives o f these tests and then select appropriate materials and procedures 
that will serve these objectives. All four competencies, that is ,linguistic, sociolinguistic, 
discourse and strategic competence, are tested in writing and speaking sections of EFL 
proficiency tests where the candidates need to produce language typically used in everyday 
contexts. In order to get more successful results from the tests and improve the language 
teaching in general students must be motivated very well. In the following section the 
focus will be on the motivation o f students.
Motivation
According to Me Dough and Shaw (1993, p.203) an integrated skills approach 
helps to create an encouraging atmosphere for different students, especially for those who 
have less confidence on one particular skill or normally do not want to talk in front of the 
class. The theory that motivation plays an important role in teaching-learning process has 
led to the hope that letting students work together will enable them share their own 
knowledge with their peers and improve their self confidence. To get the students to use
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their abilities and to get them to help each other by working cooperatively, teachers often 
prefer to put the students in pairs or groups. In this way they can share ideas, exchange 
information, teach each other and learn from each other as in real life situations. To use 
language in real life situations social contexts must be used in classroom teaching.
Social Contexts
As being a motivating factor, the development of all four skills in cohesion has 
generated a great deal of interest in the improvement of the overall language performance 
of learners. Widowson argues that communicative competence, “ ... how the language 
system is realized as used in social contexts,.... “ (1990, p.l63), is the goal o f language 
teaching, one which aims to develop procedures for teaching all four skills together, the 
integration o f the skills confirms the interdependence o f language and communication. 
Widowson also presents the integrated-skills approach as a tool which puts linguistic skills 
and communicative abilities together. This approach would seem reasonable because it 
adopts an integrated skills as a reconciliation to develop the underlying interpreting ability.
Since it is very important to improve teachers’ instructional skills in teacher 
training programs for an effective implementation o f English language teaching programs, 
evaluation of teacher training programs has gained increased interest in recent years.
In this chapter I have reviewed the related literature in two main headings: 
‘assessing the effectiveness o f teacher training programs’ and ‘integration o f skills in 
English language education’. The focus of this chapter is to relate theory to practice.
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building up effective teaching environments on various theoretical knowledge and 
experiences. In the following chapter I will focus on the design procedure of my study.
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CHAPTER III: METHODOLOGY
Introduction
The purpose of this study was to assess the effectiveness o f the ‘New Teachers’ 
Training Course’ (NT) at Eastern Mediterranean University English Preparatory School 
(EMUEPS) in terms of increasing participants’ knowledge of methodology, ability to 
integrate skills in teaching and promoting a positive attitude towards self, colleagues, 
students and teaching itself from the perspectives of the participants o f the course, the 
teacher training coordinator and the teacher trainers. This chapter is organized in four 
sections: subjects, materials, data collection procedures and data analysis.
Subjects
The subjects of this study were 31 EMUEPS teachers who participated in the New 
Teachers’ Training Course, a teaching coordinator and 4 teacher trainers. The first set of 
subjects in my study were the participant teachers. All the subjects were attending the 
course and at the same time responsible for teaching students in pre-intermediate level 
classrooms. It was compulsory for the teachers who did not have any teaching experience 
to participate in this course. The training continued for an academic year, from October 
1997 to May 1998, to allow teachers to gain the expected abilities for a better 
implementation o f the integrated-skills program in EMUEPS.
The second set o f subjects of this study were the teacher training coordinator and 
the teacher trainers. All the coordinators and trainers were members of the EMUEPS
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Colleague Mentor (CM) groups where teachers share their personal experiences and 
problems. The coordinator and trainers have 4 to 8 teaching hours every week throughout 
the academic year. As they are responsible for the teachers of the New Teachers’ course 
they have 8 to 12 hours reduction in their teaching load. The contribution o f the trainers 
and coordinators to my research enabled me to gather the data from a different perspective 
since I conducted interviews with them, and then compared their responses with the 
questionnaires filled by the participant teachers.
Materials
In this study both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered. The quantitative 
data were collected through attitude measurement questionnaires (Likert scale) (see 
appendix B) and the qualitative data were collected through two open-ended questions 
and through interviews (see Appendix C). The rationale behind using two different 
instruments, interviews and questionnaires, was to determine the consistency of the 
results.
Both close-ended and open-ended questionnaires were given to each participant of 
the teacher training course and interviews were conducted with the teacher training 
coordinator and teacher trainers. The focus of the questionnaire was mainly on the 
expected improvements on the participants’ knowledge o f methodology, skills in teaching 
and attitude towards teaching and learning practices and their effect in the performance of 
the new integrated-skills based programs through the perspectives of the participants, the 
teacher trainers and the teaching coordinator.
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The use o f questionnaires and interviews as tools o f an ethnographic study allows 
the researcher to analyze the data systematically. There is a systematicity underlying in the 
collection o f qualitative data that can be gathered through both open-ended and close- 
ended questionnaires and interviews. They contribute to evaluation procedures by adding 
naturalistic validity to them (Lynch, 1992).
The purpose o f doing interviews was to compare interview data with questionnaire 
results. It was believed that more valuable information would be gathered from different 
perspectives through interviews. A warm interview atmosphere was created to help the 
interviewees feel free to express their opinions and feelings. A recorder was used and 
notes were also taken to make the analysis work in a more effective way.
The interviewees who included a coordinator and teacher trainers gave 
considerable insight to the study as they observed the participants throughout the course. 
The interviews focused on expected long and short term changes, before, during and after 
the course.
The interview sessions began with general information about the trainees: “Do you 
notice any changes in the new teachers in the areas o f knowledge, skills and attitude?” (see 
appendix C), and continued with more specific questions about the New Teachers (NT) 
Course: “What is the change observed in their teaching performance? (see appendix C). 
The length o f the interviews ranged from thirty minutes to thirty five minutes per 
individual according to the experience and interest o f the interviewees.
The questionnaires (Likert-scale, open-ended and close-ended) were given to all 
the participants o f the New Teachers’ (NT) Course (35 new teachers), who were asked to
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return them in two days. By giving the participants extended time it was expected that 
they would feel comfortable and be more reflective in filling in the questionnaires.
Procedures
The data collection procedure began on March 13, 1998 and ended on 7 April, 
1998. First, questionnaires were given to the trainees, and then interviews were conducted 
with the coordinator and teacher trainers. The data collection procedure is as follows: 
Figure 1. Data collection procedure.
IN S T R U M E N T S S U B JE C T S A D M IN IS T R A T IO N A N A L Y S IS
Q uestionnaires 3 1 trainees 13 M arch - 2 0  M arch 22  M arch - 7 April
Interview s 1 coordinator 16 M arch - 2 0  M arch 2 2  M arch - 7 April
4  trainers
According to the requirements o f the EMUEPS administration the design o f the 
questionnaires and the appropriateness o f the items for the NT course were discussed with 
the Assistant Director o f EMUEPS who is responsible for teacher training and 
development (see appendix D) and necessary changes were made for an effective data 
analysis.
The interviewees were told the purpose of the study and were informed how they 
would benefit from the results o f the study. Appointments were made a month before the 
interviews, according to the participants’ timetables and the researcher’s schedule. The 
interview questions were asked directly and each participant interviewee was interviewed
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individually. They were asked if they had anything to add to what they thought would be 
useful for the study; their further suggestions were taken into consideration.
As mentioned before, the questionnaires were given to all the trainees two days in 
advance which should not take more than 30 minutes. The subjects were told not to write 
their names on the questionnaires in order to eliminate any possible negative implication. 
In addition, the questionnaires were given by hand and collected personally to avoid 
problems.
Data Analysis
In this study, both qualitative and quantitative data analysis procedures were used. 
The Likert-type scales were analyzed quantitatively and open-ended questions and 
interviews were analyzed in a qualitative manner. The combination and comparison of data 
from both sources increased the validity o f the data analyzed and each source confirmed 
the results taken from the other data source.
The ‘Likert-scale’ questionnaire had five scales. The scales ranged from ‘ 1 ’ which 
stands for the highest value (definitely or a lot), to ‘5’ which shows the lowest value (not 
at all). The quantitative data was calculated by Microsoft Excel program and their means 
and standard deviations were calculated.
The qualitative data gathered through interviews was analyzed to provide 
information about the effectiveness of the in-class procedures and techniques used to 
develop the trainees’ teaching abilities. Response categories were built up to enable an
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easier data analysis. The qualitative data collected was also used to compare and extend 
the data collected through the questionnaires.
In this chapter I have focused on the design procedure o f my study under five 
headings; introduction, subjects, materials, procedures and data analysis. The focus of this 
chapter is to explain how the collected data is analyzed to gather sufficient information for 
the study. In the following chapter I will analyze the data analysis procedures and the 
results o f the study will be presented under two main headings: Quantitative (results of 
Likert-scale questions) and Qualitative data results (results o f open-ended questions and 
interviews.)
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CHAPTER IV; DATA ANALYSIS
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to assess the effectiveness o f the ‘New Teachers’ 
(NT) Training Course’ at Eastern Mediterranean University English Preparatory School 
(EMUEPS) from the perspectives o f the participants o f the course, the teacher training 
coordinator and the teacher trainers.
Both close-ended and open-ended questionnaires were given to each participant of 
the teacher training course (see Appendix B) and interviews were conducted with one 
teacher training coordinator and four teacher trainers (see Appendix C). The main purpose 
o f the questionnaires was to investigate changes in the participants’ knowledge, skills and 
attitudes. In addition the study assessed the participants’ general feelings about the NT 
course with regard to implementation of the new integrated-skills program.
The subjects o f this study were the EMUEPS teachers who participated the ‘New 
Teachers’ (NT) Training Course’, a teaching coordinator and four teacher trainers. The 
first set o f subjects in my study were the participant teachers. It was compulsory for these 
teachers to participate in the NT training program since they had not had any previous 
teaching experience.
The second set o f subjects o f this study were the teacher training coordinator and 
the teacher trainers. The contribution of the trainers and the coordinator to my research 
enabled me to gather essential data from a different perspective through interviews.
In this study both quantitative and qualitative data were gathered. The quantitative
data were collected through attitude measurement questionnaires (Likert scale) and the 
qualitative data were collected through two open-ended questions on the questionnaires 
and through interviews. The rationale behind using two different instruments, interviews 
and questionnaires, was to increase validity o f the responses.
The purpose o f the interviews was to compare interview data with questionnaire 
results under the belief that the interviews would yield more valuable information. The 
interviews with the coordinators and trainers focused on expected long and short-term 
changes before, during and after the course. A recorder was used and notes were also 
taken to make the analysis more reliable.
The questionnaires (Likert-scale, open-ended and close-ended) were given to all 
the 35 participants o f the NT course. All trainees filled out the questionnaire. This was 
done to get a high participation rate for the research. The questionnaires were given to the 
participants who were asked to return them in two days. By giving the participants 
extended time it was expected that they would feel comfortable and be more reflective in 
filling out the questionnaires. Four participant teachers did not return the questionnaires so 
my data analysis is based on 31 questionnaires.
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Data Analysis Procedures
Both quantitative and qualitative data was collected through Likert-type 
questionnaires, two open-ended questions and interviews. The combination and 
comparison o f data from both sources increased the validity o f the data analyzed and each 
source confirmed the results taken from the other data source.
During the first stage o f data analysis, frequencies were determined for each 
questionnaire item. Second, quantitative data results were analyzed and their means and 
standard deviations were calculated separately. The results can be seen in Tables 2 to 8. 
Next, qualitative data result o f the open-ended questions in the current trainee 
questionnaire were analyzed. To analyze the results o f the open-ended questions response 
categories were made and frequencies were calculated for each category. The qualitative 
data results o f the open-ended questions can be seen in Tables 9 and 10. After that, 
qualitative data results o f the interviews conducted with the teaching coordinator and 
teacher trainers were analyzed. The same procedure which was used to analyze the results 
o f the open-ended questions was repeated for the analysis o f interviews. In other words, 
response categories were made and frequencies were determined to analyze the interview 
results. The results o f the qualitative data gathered through interviews can be seen in 
Table 11. Finally, responses from interviews conducted with teacher trainers and teaching 
coordinators were compared with the data gathered from participant questionnaires 
completed by the current trainees.
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Results o f the Study
The study was triangulated by comparing information gathered through analysis of 
the Likert-scale questions and open-ended questions completed by the trainees and 
through the interviews conducted with the teaching coordinators and teacher trainers. 
Different perspectives, those o f the current trainees, the teacher trainers and the teaching 
coordinators were compared to ensure reliability. It was hoped that a cross sectional study
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would help the study to analyze the kind o f changes the course brings about. In short, 
three types o f instruments used to collect data and three kinds o f subjects from whom the 
data was collected enables us to see the multi-perspective dimension o f the study.
Quantitative Data Results
Biographical Information About the Trainees 
Biographical information o f participant teachers are shown in table 1. This information is 
organized in six headings; Gender, Language fluency, teaching experience, qualifications 
they hold, teaching hours in a week and extra responsibilities.
Table 1
Biographical information.
CHARACTERISTICS NUMBER OF
TRAINEES
Gender Male: 4
female: 27
Laneuaee fluencv Native speaker o f English; -
Non-native speaker o f English 31
Teaching Experience 1 year: 31
Other qualifications BA: 31
(CEELT); 1
Teaching hours in a week 16 hours: 29
29 hours; 1*
40 hours: 1*
Extra responsibilities CALL: 10
SAC: 11
LC: 10
Notes. CALL=Computer Assisted Language Learning center; SAC==Self Access Center; 
LC^Listening Center 
* Part time teachers
Table 1 indicates that all the participants of the NT course were new teachers with 
no teaching experience. By the end o f the academic year they all had one year experience 
in EMUEPS. Out o f 35 trainees 29 were female and 6 were male teachers in EMUEPS. 
The data results show that all o f the participant teachers were non-native speakers of 
English. All the participant teachers have a BA degree and one also has a Certificate 
Examination for English Language Teachers II (CEELT II).
As shown in Table 1 the majority (27 teachers) taught 16 teaching hours. One of 
the students’ self-improvement center supervisors worked 29 and the other worked for 40 
hours a week. The Students Self Improvement Centers supervisors were part-time 
teachers who were paid for the hours they worked throughout the week. Ten teachers had 
extra responsibilities in Computer Assisted Language Learning Centers, ten had to spend 
an hour in Self Access Centers and eleven had responsibilities in the Listening Centers 
once a week.
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Characteristics of NT Trainees
Self evaluation o f trainees with respect to various personal characteristics is 
evaluated through the summary o f the results. The summary o f the quantitative data 
results through question 7 is shown in table 2.
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Table 2
Trainees’ Personal Characteristics: Trainees perspective.
PROFESSIONAL
CHARACTERISTICS
M
(n=31)
SD
FREQUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Positive attitude towards learning and sharing 1.32* 0.60 23 6 2 - -
Good knowledge o f theoretical aspects o f teaching 1.93* 0.79 8 19 2 2 -
Good knowledge o f practical aspects o f teaching 2.03 0.70 7 16 8 -
Willingness to try out new ideas and activities 1.48* 0.89 22 5 2 2 -
Openness to change 1.32* 0.60 23 6 2 - -
Openness to criticism 1.22* 0.43 24 7 - -
Willingness to take risks 2.42 1.45 8 8 7 - i
Positive experiences with observation 1.81* 1.16 14 7 6 - 2
Good at self evaluation 2.13 0.80 8 11 12 - -
Good at peer evaluation 2.09 0.83 9 10 12 - -
Awareness o f self weaknesses 1.65* 0.61 13 16 2 - -
Awareness o f self strengths 1.58* 0.72 17 10 4 - -
Ability to cope with stress 2.61 1.10 9 8 12 - 2
Good at time management 1.58* 0.59 11 18 2 - -
Mean average 1.77
Note. Rating scale (l=strongest; 5=weakest)
(*) Shows the strongest characteristics (ones lower than 2) trainees have.
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My quantitative data consists o f responses to Likert-scale questions from the 
questionnaire given to current NT trainees. Quantitative data results were analyzed 
according to means and standard deviations. The ‘Likert-scale’ questionnaire had five 
scales. The scales ranged from ‘ 1 ’ which stands for the highest value (definitely or a lot), 
to ‘5’ which shows the lowest value (not at all). Data results (for question 7 - Appendix 
B) show that trainees believe they have both a positive attitude towards learning and 
sharing, and that they are open to change (M=l .32). However, the results seem to indicate 
the trainees feel unsure that they have the ability to cope with stress (M=2.61). One other 
result o f the study is that the trainees believe for some occasions they have good 
knowledge o f practical aspects o f teaching (M=2.03), they are good at self evaluation 
(M =2.13) and peer evaluation (M=2.09). The low standard deviation (SD=0.59) indicates 
that trainees share the experience o f good time management. The lowest mean (M=l .22) 
shows us that the trainees strongly feel they are open to criticism. It can easily be seen 
from the following scale that in general the trainees believe they have positive professional 
characteristics
1,77
L ±
Note. (l=strongest; 5=weakest)
Trainees’ Areas o f Improvement
Results o f data in Table 3 shows the current trainees’ experienced improvement in 
theoretical knowledge, skills and attitude. The summary o f the quantitative data results 
through question 8 is shown in table 3.
Table 3
Current trainees’ experienced improvements.
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AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT (n= 30 FREQUENCY
M SD 1 2 3 4 5
Improved knowledge 2.10 1.22 15 4 6 6 -
Improved skills 1.52* 0.72 19 8 8 4 -
More positive attitude 1.94* 0.95 10 15 4 2 -
Averages 1.85 0.96
Note. (1=A lot, 2=quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=very little, 5=not at all)
(*) Shows the most (ones lower than 2) improvements trainees experienced.
Data results for question 8 (see Appendix B) show that in general trainees believe 
NT course has influenced them and their teaching quite a lot on their knowledge, skills and 
attitude when focusing on the integrated-skills program as can be seen from the following 
scale:
1.85
L ±
1
Note. (1=A lot, 2=quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=very little, 5=not at all)
The highest area o f improvement (M=1.52) is improved skills; that is, the “how” of 
teaching which includes teaching all the skills together in a lesson. Integration of skills was 
evident in methods, techniques and material design as well. The NT course also effects 
attitude (M =l .94). The trainees are not sure (M =2.10) if the NT course has influenced 
their teaching through improved knowledge when focusing on the integrated-skills 
program. The high average standard deviation (SD=0.96) indicates that trainees do not 
share the experience o f an effective performance, the effect o f the above areas in active 
teaching in the integrated-skills area
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Course Components Which Influence Trainees’ ‘Knowledge’
In input sessions trainees were presented theoretical knowledge o f methodology 
and in teaching practices sessions the trainees were asked to apply their theoretical 
knowledge to practice through micro teachings. Data results in terms o f the course 
components which influences trainees’ knowledge about the new integrated skills program 
are shown in table 4.
Table 4
Knowledge
COMPONENTS OF NT fn=31)
M
FREOUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Input sessions 1.52 0.62 17 12 2 - -
Teaching practices 1.48 0.64 18 11 2 - -
Note: (l=help a lot, 2=help quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=help very little, 5=do not help at all)
One o f the most important issues discussed in language teaching concerns the role 
of teachers’ reflection o f their theoretical knowledge to their actual classroom teaching 
(see p. 12). Data results (for question 9 - Appendix B) show that without a doubt, the role 
of input sessions (M=1.52) and teaching practices (M=1.48) helps the trainees a lot to 
improve their theoretical knowledge in the implementation o f the integrated-skills 
program.
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Course Components Which Influence Trainees’ ‘skills’
Data results in terms o f the course components which influences trainees’ skills in 
the new integrated skills program are shown in table 5.
Table 5
skills
COMPONENTS OF NT fn=31)
M SD
FREOUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Input sessions 1.87 0.81 10 17 2 2 -
Teaching practices 1.65 0.80 17 8 6 - -
Note: (l==help a lot, 2=help quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=help very little, 5=do not help at all).
The role o f input sessions and teaching practices has gained increased attention in 
EMUEPS over the years. Data results (for question 10 - Appendix B) confirm the idea 
that input sessions (M=1.87) and teaching practices (M=1.65) performed throughout the 
NT course help the trainees “quite a lot” to improve their skills in the new integrated-skills 
program. Similar standard deviations calculated for input sessions (SD=0.81) and teaching
practices (SD=0.80) indicate that trainees share almost the same response to both the 
input sessions and the teaching practices in terms of the influence these aspects make.
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Course Components Which Influence Trainees’ ‘attitude’
The summary o f the data results in terms o f the course components which 
influences trainees’ attitude in the new integrated skills program are shown in table 6.
Table 6
attitude.
COMPONENTS OF NT
M
fn=31)
SD
FREOUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Input sessions 1.74 0.87 14 13 2 2 -
Teaching practices 1.65 0.75 17 10 2 2 -
Note: (l=help a lot, 2=help quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=help very little, 5=do not help at all) 
The development of teacher training courses in the implementation of English 
language teaching programs at EMUEPS has generated a great deal o f interest in using 
input sessions to build up a background knowledge for teaching practices. According to 
the quantitative data results(for question 11 - Appendix B) input sessions (M=1.74) and 
teaching practices (M=1.65) focused in the NT course help the trainees to improve their 
attitudes towards self, colleagues and students.
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Course Components Which Influence Trainees’ ‘self awareness’
The summary o f the data results in terms o f the course components which 
influence trainees’ self awareness in the integrated skills program are shown in table 7. 
Table 7
self awareness.
COMPONENTS OF NT (n-31)
M
FREOUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Input sessions 1.97 1.1 13 12 - 6 -
Teaching practices 1.87 1.00 14 11 2 4 -
Note: (l=help a lot, 2=help quite a lot, 3=not sure, 4=help veiy little, 5=do not help at all).
It is evident in the data result (for question 12 - Appendix B) that input sessions 
(M=1.97) and teaching practices (M=1.87) o f the NT course have influenced the trainees 
to improve their self awareness “quite a lot” . Standard deviations calculated for input 
sessions (SD=1.1) and teaching practices (SD=1.10) shows us that trainees do not share 
the same experiences with each other for both the input sessions and the teaching practices 
which influence their self awareness.
Teachinц Aspects Stressed in NT Course and the Extent Trainees Make use of
them
Data results which shows the teaching aspects stressed in NT course and the 
extent to which the trainees make use o f them in their own classes in the implementation 
of the integrated-skills program are shown in Table 8.
Table 8
Teaching aspects and their usefiilness
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USEFUL FOR INTEGRATED- 
SKILLS PROGRAM
M SD
FREQUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5
Teaching aspects 
(n-3U
MAKE USE OF THEM 
IN THE CLASSROOM
FREQUENCY 
1 2 3 4 5 M SD
1.42 0.89 24 3 2 2 - Presentation techniques 14 6 9 2 - 1.97 1.02
1.51 0.72 1 9 8 4 - - General class management 20 7 4 -  - 1.48 0.72
1.68 0.94 1 8 7 4 2 - Achievement of aims 15 10 6 - - 1.71 0.78
1.71 1.01 17 10 - 4 - Treatments of errors 13 14 2 2 - 1.77 0.84
1.77 1.06 19 2 8 2 - Lesson preparation 12 9 4 4 2 2.19 1.28
1.87 1.06 16 6 6 3 - Interaction techniques 8 8 9 4 2 2.48 1.21
1.97 0.91 1 1 1 2 6 2 - Self evaluation 9 10 10 - 2 2.23 1.09
2.03 1.11 14 6 7 4 - Questioning techniques 10 15 4 2 - 1.94 0.85
2.03 1.08 13 8 6 4 - Teaching of four skills 10 10 7 4 - 1.65 1.04
2.10 1.02 9 10 8 4 - Personal qualities 14 9 4 2 2 2.00 1.21
2.10 1.19 16 - 11 4 - The use of teaching aids 12 6 13 -  - 2.03 0.91
2.10 1.08 14 2 13 2 - Using different methods 14 8 5 2 2 2.03 1.22
Note: (l= a  lot, 2=some, 3=sometimes, 4=a little, 5=not at all)
One common area o f discussion about teaching and learning is the relationship 
between planning, teaching and learning, with many arguing that there is no direct 
relationship. As support for this, the data indicates that the planned aims and the 
expectations o f the NT course do not fiilfill the needs o f the teacher training process for all 
the aspects o f teaching stressed throughout the course. Confirming this viewpoint the
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trainees believe that preparation and lesson planning stressed in NT course (M=1.77) are 
very useful for the integrated skills program but they, only “sometimes” (M =2,19) make 
use o f these skills in the classroom. They also believe that presentation (M=l .42) and 
communicative interaction techniques (M=1.87) are very useful for the program, but do 
not make use o f them to the same extent (M for presentation techniques=l .97 and M for 
communicative interaction techniques=2.48). In contrast to the viewpoints which focus on 
the idea that there is not a direct relationship between planning, teaching and learning, 
most of the data results for question 13 (Appendix B) show us that the trainees believe in 
a direct relationship between the usefulness o f teaching aspects stressed in NT course and 
the extent they make use o f those aspects in the classroom. Those aspects can be listed as 
personal qualities (Ms=2.10 and 2.00), questioning techniques (Ms=2.03 and 1.94), the 
use o f teaching aids (Ms=2.10 and 2.03), treatments o f errors (Ms=1.71 and 1.77), 
achievement o f aims in a lesson (Ms=1.68 and 1.71), using different approaches and 
methods (Ms=2.10 and 2.03) and self evaluation (Ms=1.97 and 2.23). One other striking 
result o f the data is the trainees’ belief that general class management is useful for the 
integrated-skills program (M=1.51) and they tend to make use of this aspect in the 
classroom to the same extent (M=1.48). Standard deviations calculated (SD=0.72 for both 
aspects) shows us that trainees share exactly the same experiences for both usefulness for 
integrated-skills program and the extent they make use them in the classroom.
In the first part o f the data analysis the quantitative data which was gathered 
through Likert-scale questions was analyzed. Means and standard deviations of the items
were calculated and used to analyze the data. In the second part of the data analysis 
qualitative data collected through open-ended questions and interviews will be analyzed.
Qualitative Data Results
Qualitative data consists o f two open-ended questions completed by 31 NT 
trainees, where the focus is on the trainees feelings about the description o f integrated- 
skills program and trainees feelings about the NT course, and interviews with four teacher 
trainers and a teaching coordinator that focus on the trainees areas o f improvements, 
knowledge, skills and attitude. The triangulation o f the study was achieved by comparing 
information gathered through the analysis of the Likert-scale questions and open-ended 
questions completed by the current trainees and through the interviews conducted with the 
teaching coordinators and teacher trainers. The analysis of the qualitative data also 
enabled me to analyze information from different perspectives o f current trainees, teacher 
trainers and teaching coordinators to ensure reliability and validity in the evaluation 
procedure.
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Results o f Open-ended Questions
Trainees’ Understanding About the Inteerated-Skills Program 
The summary o f qualitative data results through the first open-ended question i .e. 
“How do you define the integrated-skills program?” which focuses on the trainees’ 
concept and understanding about the integrated-skills program is shown in table 9.
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Table 9
Trainees’ understanding about integrated-skills program.
GENERAL UNDERSTANDING 
ABOUT THE INTEGRATED-SKILLS 
PROGRAM
FREQUENCY
CURRENT TRAINEES 
(n=31)
* Three teachers share the same classroom and use the same 
coursebook and materials to teach all skills integrated
* Skills can not be taught separately in language teaching
* Teaching only one skill in a lesson is sometimes boring for 
the students. Students participate more in a classroom where 
language is taught through integrating all four skills
* The most appropriate program to teach all four skills together
* Students can practice all four skills in a lesson
* Different approaches and methods can be used easily
* Useful only if there is a good communication between partners
* Usefiil for the students in theory but needs to be developed
* Essential to use teaching aids to create real life situations
* Using/performing the four major language skills to achieve 
our objectives
* Easy to apply communicative interaction techniques
* Easy to try out new ideas and activities
* Lesson plan is useful but difficult to prepare
* Difficult to give instructions
31
23
21
19
12
8
7
5
3
3
2
2
1
1
Qualitative data results for open-ended questions (see questions 14 and 15 - 
Appendix B) show that current trainees believe the integrated-skills program is “the most
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appropriate program to teach all four skills together” to create real life situations. All the 
participant teachers reported that as three teachers share the same classroom and use the 
same coursebook and materials it is essential for the partners to have good communication 
about what is to be taught in the classroom effectively. The administration of EMUEPS 
believed that students participate more in a lesson where language is taught through 
integrating all four skills. The trainees also believe that teaching only one skill in a lesson 
creates a boring atmosphere in the classroom. The data gathered shows us that in an 
integrated-skills system communicative approaches, methods and techniques can easily be 
applied to classroom teaching and it is essential to use teaching aids to create real life 
situations. However, conforming the results mentioned in Table 8 (see p.39) the minority 
o f the trainees point out the disadvantages o f the system; According to them lesson 
preparation is useful for integrated-skills program but it is difficult to prepare lesson plans 
and make use of them in the classroom. Most o f the trainees (n=23) believe that “skills 
cannot be taught separately in language teaching”. However, this belief contradicts with 
the data results in Table 8 (see p.39) in that; teaching o f four skills together has “some" 
(M=2.03) usefulness in the integrated-skills program.
Although the participant teachers were asked to define the the integrated-skills 
program a clear description o f the program is not evident in their responses. The focus of 
most o f their responses are on why they have an integrated-skills program in EMUEPS.
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Trainees’ Feelings About the NT Course
The summary o f qualitative data results o f trainees’ feelings about the NT course 
through the second open-ended question is shown in table 10.
Table 10
Trainees’ feelings about the NT course.
TRAINEES’ FEELINGS FREQUENCY
ABOUT THE NT COURSE
CURRENT TRAINEES 
(n=31)
* Improves our teaching performance 29
* Improves the theoretical knowledge 26
* Guides the participants to improve perception o f strengths 24
and weaknesses
* Teaching practice sessions are helpful 21
* Useful in theory but needs to be developed 15
* Helps to share problems 9
* Useful only if there is a good communication between partners 7
* Helps to try out new ideas 6
* Helps to make appropriate use o f teaching aids 2
The second open ended question (see question 15 - Appendix B) helps us to 
analyze the trainees’ overall feelings about the NT course. The majority o f the trainees 
believe that the NT course helps them to improve their teaching performances through the 
teaching practice sessions and they indicate that having more micro teaching activities in 
practice sessions would help them achieve their aims better. According to the trainees,
they also benefit from the input sessions, which improve their knowledge o f language 
teaching. On the contrary, data results in Table 3 (see p.34) show us that trainees are not 
sure (M =2.10) if the NT course improves their knowledge. About one half o f the trainees 
believe that the input sessions are useful in theory, but need to be developed. According to 
the course participants, the course improved their perceptions o f strengths and weaknesses 
o f their own classroom teaching. Another direct result o f the open-ended questions is that 
the minority o f the respondents felt that the course helped them to try out new ideas in 
both the practice sessions and in their actual classrooms. A few of the trainees (n=2) 
reported that the NT course helped them to make appropriate use o f teaching aids. 
Moreover, it helped the trainees to share their problems through in-class experiences. This 
leads us to the conclusion that the NT course is useful only if there is a good 
communication between partners as three teachers share the same classroom.
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Results o f Interviews
Trainees’ Areas of Improvement
The summary of qualitative data results indicating the new teachers’ areas of 
improvement in knowledge o f methodology, skills in teaching and attitude towards self, 
colleagues, students and teaching itself in the implementation o f the integrated-skills 
program is shown in table 11.
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Table 11
Trainers’ and coordinator’s Perceptions of influence o f NT course on trainees. 
GENERAL PERCEPTIONS AND FREQUENCY
FEELINGS ABOUT THE TRAINEES’ 
AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
Teacher
Trainers
fn=4)
Teaching
Coordinators
(n=l)
* Trainees feel more confident 4 1
* Positive change in their use of teaching aids in the 4 1
classroom
* Develop their knowledge of language teaching 4 1
* Teaching practices enables the trainees to apply their 4 1
theoretical knowledge into classroom teaching
* They make an appropriate use o f the “Group-Work” and 4 1
“Pair-Work”
* Give positive feedback 4 1
* Teaching practices are reflections o f the input sessions 4 1
* More aware o f their needs as a teacher 4 1
* Establish a good working classroom atmosphere 4 1
* More aware o f their strengths and weaknesses 4 -
* Have a greater awareness o f the grammar rules and 3 1
effective grammar teaching techniques
* Showed an improvement in understanding the main 3 1
theoretical ideas
* Give more successful instructions 2 1
* By the “Input Sessions” and “Teaching practices” they get 2 -
rid of stress
* Focus on the form o f grammar 1 -
* Unsure if the changes measured are due to the NT course - 1
or in-class teaching experiences has a greater influence
The qualitative data gathered through interviews was analyzed to provide 
information about the effectiveness of the in-class procedures and techniques used to 
develop the trainees’ teaching abilities. Response categories were built up to enable easier
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data analysis. The qualitative data collected was also used to compare and extend the data 
collected through the questionnaires.
Results o f interviews show that towards the end of the course the trainees feel 
more confident. Confirming the data results o f the second open-ended question (see p.44) 
through the trainees’ perspective there was a positive change in their use o f teaching aids 
effectively in their actual classrooms. It is clearly evident from the data results that the 
teacher trainers and the teaching coordinator have reported the most improvement in the 
participants’ skills. Two months after the course had started trainees showed an 
improvement in understanding the main theoretical ideas. If we consider the trainees’ 
perspective (see p .44) the majority o f the trainees feel that the NT course has a positive 
inftuence on their knowledge. Through the “Input Sessions” and “Teaching practices” they 
get rid o f their stress because trainees have been able to establish a good working 
classroom atmosphere. However, the results o f data in Table 2 (see p.34) show us that the 
trainees do not feel they have an ability to cope with stress. The improvement in their 
confidence and appropriate use of teaching aids is directly proportional to the 
improvement in their knowledge of language instruction. According to all teacher trainers 
and the teaching coordinator the trainees make an appropriate use o f the “Group-Work” 
and “Pair-Work” in the classroom. Trainees are able to give more successful instructions 
after the completition o f the course. It is evident in the interview data results that by the 
end o f the course trainees have a greater awareness of the grammar rules and effective 
grammar teaching techniques. Despite presentations the trainees seemed to focus on the 
form of grammar at the expense o f structure and meaning. Teaching practices enable the
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trainees to apply their theoretical knowledge into classroom teaching and can be 
considered as successful reflections o f the input sessions. An improvement in the trainees 
self awareness was also reflected through the course; Trainees are more aware o f their 
strengths, weaknesses and o f their needs as a teacher. Another direct result o f the 
interviews shows us that the trainees establish a good working classroom atmosphere as a 
result o f the NT course. One of the most striking results of the interviews reported by the 
coordinator o f the NT course shows us that the trainees had a great improvement in their 
teaching abilities but the teaching coordinator is not sure if the improvement in these 
abilities are due to the NT course or their in-class teaching experiences.
In general the results gathered through quantitative and qualitative data analysis 
showed that the participants o f the NT course have improved their theoretical knowledge, 
skills and raised their attitude to perform effectively in English language teaching in the 
implementation of integrated-skills curriculum in EMUEPS. In the following chapter the 
focus will be on the summary o f the study, discussion of findings, institutional 
implications, limitations o f the study and further research.
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CHAPTER V: CONCLUSIONS
Introduction
The purpose o f this study was to find out the effectiveness o f the NT teacher 
training program in terms o f increasing participants’ knowledge o f methodology, ability to 
integrate skills in teaching and promoting a positive attitude towards self, colleagues, 
students and teaching itself
In this study, both qualitative and quantitative data analysis procedures were used. 
The Likert-type scales were analyzed quantitatively and open-ended questions and 
interviews were analyzed in a qualitative manner. The rationale behind using two different 
instruments, interviews and questionnaires, was to determine the consistency o f the 
results.
The subjects o f this study were 31 EMUEPS teachers who participated in the New 
Teachers’ Training Course, a teaching coordinator and 4 teacher trainers. Both a close- 
ended and open-ended questionnaire was given to each participant o f the teacher training 
course and interviews were conducted with the teacher training coordinator and teacher 
trainers. Different perspectives from the trainees, the teacher trainers and the teaching 
coordinator were compared to ensure reliability and validity in the evaluation procedure. 
The focus o f the questionnaire was mainly on the expected improvements on the 
participants’ knowledge, skills and attitudes, the participants’ general feelings about the 
NT course and the participants’ awareness o f self strengths and weaknesses in the 
implementation o f the new integrated-skills program.
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The results o f this study was analyzed in depth to answer the research question 
(see p .6). During the first stage o f data analysis frequencies were determined for each 
questionnaire item. Secondly, quantitative data results were analyzed and their means and 
standard deviations were calculated. Thirdly, qualitative data results o f the open-ended 
questions in the questionnaire for trainers were analyzed. Finally, responses from 
interviews were compared with the data gathered from participant questionnaires. It was 
hoped that a cross sectional study would help the study to analyze the kind of changes the 
course brings about.
Generally, the results o f this study confirmed the overall expectations o f the 
researcher. In other words, the results reported the very positive change in the 
participants’ knowledge, skills and attitude.
The reported positive changes in the participants’ knowledge, skills and attitude, 
and an awareness of self strengths and weaknesses shows us that the NT course helped the 
participant teachers to perform successfully in the integrated-skills based program in 
EMUEPS.
Discussion of Findings
In general, the results o f the study show that the NT course in EMUEPS helped 
the trainees to improve their knowledge, skills and attitude for an effective classroom 
teaching. The trainees reported that the NT course has influenced their teaching veiy 
positively in all aspects of teaching. On the other hand the teaching coordinator and the 
teacher trainers reported that the trainees improved their teaching abilities in every aspect
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of teaching but they are not sure if these positive changes were fully due to the course 
itself or their teaching experiences. The combination and comparison o f data from the 
perspectives o f both the trainees, the coordinator and the teacher trainers increased the 
validity o f the data analyzed and each source confirmed the results taken from the other 
data source. The discussion o f findings in terms of the changes in the participants’ 
knowledge, skills, attitude, self awareness and performance are as follows;
Knowledge
It is stated on p .l2  that “Teaching Practices” and “input sessions” provide a 
significant contribution to the participants’ teaching abilities in an effective way. The 
improvement in the trainees’ knowledge is in the theories and principles o f second 
language learning and teaching. The trainees reported that they are not sure if they have 
improved their theoretical knowledge but the teacher trainers said they “showed an 
improvement in understanding the main theoretical ideas” (see p.46). The reason for the 
two contradicting viewpoints might be the different perspectives and experiences trainees 
and trainers have about teacher training courses.
Skills
Though Nunan (1985) question whether the planned aims and teachers’ 
expectations are proportional to the effectiveness o f teaching-learning process (see p. 10), 
the data results o f this study indicate that there is a very positive direct relationship 
between the trainees’ theoretical knowledge and teaching skills acquired through the NT
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course. As can be seen from the data results o f the trainee questionnaire (see p.34) the 
trainees believe they have experienced the most improvement in their skills, the “how” of 
teaching, including teaching all the skills integratively in a lesson.
Teacher trainers’ interview results show us that the participants’ skills acquired 
throughout the course were transferred to effective actual teaching situations through the 
activities they used. The results o f interviews conducted with teacher trainers and teaching 
coordinator confirms the participants’ reported feelings about their improved competency 
in classroom teaching in the implementation o f the new integrated-skills program in 
EMUEPS.
Attitude
In a teacher training program it is vitally important to assess the program’s 
effectiveness in terms o f the improvement in the participants’ attitudes. The results o f data 
shows that input sessions and teaching practices have influenced the trainees to improve 
their attitudes “quite a lot” . In other words, the trainees had more positive attitude 
towards self, colleagues, students and teaching itself as a result o f NT course.
It can be seen in the data results that the trainees experienced improvement in their 
self awareness of strengths and weaknesses. In other words the quality o f attention given 
to knowledge, skills and attitude has increased as a result o f NT course. A greater 
awareness o f their own strengths, weaknesses, needs and objectives was observed through 
the data results. The reason for the NT participants’ greater awareness could be the
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improvement in their confidence which significantly contributed to their improved 
performance.
As stated on p. 14 using all four skills together in cohesion for language instruction 
helps to improve the overall language performance o f learners. It is evident from the data 
results that the NT course has a great influence on the trainees’ knowledge, skills and 
attitudes which help them to improve their in-class performance.
This study confirms the findings o f Ozgirin’s DTEFLA and Daloglu’s COTE 
evaluations where an improvement in teachers’ knowledge, skills, attitude, awareness and 
performance is reported.
Pedagogical or Institutional Implications
The results of this study can benefit the course designers, trainers and the teacher 
training coordinators to make any necessary changes to their teacher training programs. In 
addition to this the results may enable the course designers avoid possible similar problems 
that may arise in other teacher training courses. The participants o f the course can make 
use o f the results o f the study to raise an awareness about the weak and strong sides of 
their knowledge and skills. In the colleague mentor groups in EMUEPS where teachers 
share their teaching experiences the NT participants can compare their experiences with 
more experienced teachers. The results o f this study can also be beneficial for the 
EMUEPS administration as they provide a useful evaluation of the course.
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Limitations
As the research had to be carried out in EMUEPS, Famagusta, it was difficult to 
keep in touch with the subjects o f this study. In addition to this because o f the researcher’s 
and subjects’ time constraints, interviews were arranged carefully right before the visits to 
Northern Cyprus. However, additional information necessary for the research was 
gathered either through regular mail or e-mail messages.
According to the interviews conducted with the teacher trainers and the teaching 
coordinator there are many factors that influence the changes in the trainees’ teaching 
effectiveness. The NT course is an in-service teacher training course, thus, it helps the 
trainees to apply what is acquired in the input and practice sessions into their actual 
classroom teaching. This simply serves to emphasize the fact that it is not easy to say if it 
is the NT course or the trainees’ teaching experiences that made the most influence.
It was expected that all the NT trainees would participate the research by 
completing the questionnaires but four o f the trainees did not complete the questionnaires 
on time. However, the completition o f the questionnaire by 31 trainees provided a high 
percentage o f participation to the research. In addition to this, all the teacher trainers and 
the coordinator have participated in the research by answering the interview questions.
The reliability o f the results can be questioned because the data gathered was 
based on self assessment findings which does not necessarily guarantee reliability.
Although the findings confirm the perceptions o f both the trainees, teacher trainers and the 
teaching coordinator it does not mean an improvement in the trainees knowledge, skills 
and attitude.
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Further Research
Assuming that necessary changes will be done on the design and implementation of 
the NT course by considering the results of this study it would be beneficial for the course 
designers and administration of the EMUEPS to carry out a study similar to this one to 
see if the changes made are appropriate or not.
A more controlled research study can be conducted to assess the effectiveness of 
the NT course. Results o f both studies can be compared to see if the changes made on the 
NT course design are appropriate or not.
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Appendix A 
NT Course Syllabus
New Teachers’ Program Aims and Objectives
The aim o f the New Teachers’ programme is to enable those new teachers entering 
EMUEPS with little or no teaching experience to be effective and confident classroom 
teachers.
This will be achieved by:
1. An introductory intensive pre-service course, which focuses on basic classroom 
methodology and teaching techniques to enable the new teachers to start teaching. It will 
also familiarise them with the running of EMUEPS and the various resources available.
2. A weekly 3 hour training session consisting o f
a) A 60 - 90 minute workshop focusing on aspects o f teaching and classroom 
techniques (teaching practices).
b) “Care and share”, where the new teachers can discuss their specific problems 
and find some solutions for them.
c) Language development (Input) sessions - focusing on the particular language 
needs o f the new teachers and essential theoretical knowledge in methodology.
3. Observations. Each new teacher is observed twice a semester and each 
observation includes pre- and post-observation sessions. The focus is on guidance and 
support from tutors.
4. Encouraging and enabling the new teachers to use the material and human 
resources available to them for their own continuous self development.
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The New Teachers’ session will consist of;
A weekly 3 hour training session (preferably 2 x 90 minute sessions)
a) One ninety minute session for:
“Member of the week” 10-15  minutes
(Trainees and the group coordinator take in turns to talk for about 5 
minutes on any subject they like, eg. Themselves, their family, hobbies, a world problem 
etc., and other trainees can ask questions. The aim is to foster group cooperation and 
motivation).
b) Care and Share - to discuss particular problems facing the trainees.
c) Language development - input sessions
for specific problems felt by the trainees.
Note; At the beginning of training “Care and Share” will take a greater amount o f time 
than language development sessions. As time progresses, the language development 
sessions should take a larger share o f time.
It is anticipated that some of the trainees will take CEELT in June. During semester 2, 
separate CEELT sessions will be held for them.
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1997-98 Academic Year 
Semester 1 Timetable
Time
week 1 - 4
Week 5 - 8
November 21 st 
(after 8 weeks)
week 9
weeks 10 - 13
weeks 14 - 15
week 16
Focus
Vocabulary
Speaking
Organising students - Groupwork/Pairwork 
Encouraging stdents
Sponges and Fillers 
Reading techniques 
Writing techniques
CALL-LAB presentaation
Presentation - practice - production (PPP)
Writing class quizzes 
Using dictionaires 
Reducing Turkish in class 
(These 3 sessions + micro sessions)
Error correction techniques
Using visuals in the classroom 
Techniques for teachng grammar
QUIZ - for feedback for participants and trainers
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1997-98 Academic Year 
Semester 2 Timetable
Time
Weeks 1 - 4
Weeks 5 - 8
Weeks 9 - 1 2
Weeks 1 3 - 1 4
Week 15
Focus
Using songs and music in class 
Group dynamics 
Using games in the classroom 
Role Play in the classroom
Exploiting materials 
Class management 
Testing
Using video in class
Student learning styles 
Techniques for using OHP 
Teaching pronunciation 
Presentation and practice (video clips) 
(These sessions + micro teaching)
An introduction to methodologies 
Using drama in class
Where do I go from here -
(continuing self-development at EMUEPS)
+ End of semester quiz
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Appendix B
Current Trainee Questionnaire
‘New Teachers’ Training Course’ Research Questionnaire
Dear Colleagues,
I am an MA-TEFL graduate student at Bilkent University. I am doing 
research on the assessment of the effectiveness o f the ‘New Teachers’ (NT) 
Training Course’ at Eastern Mediterranean University English Preparatory School. 
I am interested in your opinions about the NT course. Your responses will help me 
a great deal with my research. Your responses will be kept confidential. You do 
not have to give your name and no one will know your specific answers to these 
questions. I will be very grateful if you would take a few moments to complete the 
questions below.
Thank you,
Alison San
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SECTION I: BIOGRAPHICAL INFORMATION OF PARTICIPANT TEACHERS
Please answer all the questions.
Put a tick in the appropriate box or write in the space provided
l)Gender Male
2) Language fluency Native English
Speaker
3) Teaching Experience in total
Female
Non-native English 
Speaker
D
D
years
4)Other qualifications you hold (tick all that apply)
a) Bachelors degree D
b) COTE / DOTE D
c) Masters in TEFL D
d) CEELTII D
e) Other (please specify) D
5) How many hours do you teach in a week this semester?
................................. hours
6) What other responsibilities do you have?
a) Materials development D
b) CALL supervision D
c) Listening Center supervision D
d) Self-Access supervision D
e) Test preparation D
f) Resource Materials selection D
g) Other (please specify) D
7)Which o f the following characteristics do you feel you have? Please circle the 
appropriate number. (l=Definitely, 2=sometimes, 3=not sure, 4=a bit, 5=not at all)
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a) I have a positive attitude towards learning and sharing.
b) I have a good knowledge of theoretical aspects o f teaching.
c) I have a good knowledge o f practical aspects of teaching.
d) I am willing to try out new ideas and activities in class.
e) I am open to change.
f) I am open to criticism.
g) I am willing to take risks.
h) I had positive experiences with observation prior to NT course. 1 2 3 4 5
i) I am good at self evaluation.
j) I am good at peer evaluation.
k) I am aware o f my weaknesses.
l) I am aware o f my strengths.
m) I cope with stress well.
n) I am good at time management.
o) Other (please specify) ..........................
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5
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SECTION II: AREAS OF IMPROVEMENT
This study assumes that training might affect five areas of instructional 
effectiveness. These areas are considered as theoretical knowledge, skills, attitude, 
perception and reflection of techniques.
Please circle a number for each item (for question 8) 1= a lot
2= quite a lot
3= not sure
4= very little
5= not at all
When focusing on the integrated skills program,
8) To what extent do you believe that the NT course influenced you and your 
teaching in the following areas?
a) Improved knowledge 1
Knowledge o f methodology, second language 
learning, language awareness, students, 
institutional con text....
Improved skills 1 2 3 4 5
The "how ”o f teaching, including 
teaching a ll the skills together 
in a lesson, methods, techniques, 
materials design ....
More positive attitude 1 2 3 4 5
b)
c)
Your attitude towards self, colleagues, 
students and teaching itse lf....
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Please circle a number for each item 
(for questions 9 - 1 2 )
1= will help a lot 
2= will help quite a lot 
3= not sure 
4 -  will help very little 
5= will not help at all
9) To what extent do vou think the following help vou to improve vour theoretical
knowledge in the new integrated-skills program?
a) input sessions 1 2 3 4 5
c) teaching practices 1 2 3 4 5
d) other (please specify).................................. 1 2 3 4 5
lO) To what extent do vou think the following help vou to improve vour skills in the
new integrated-skills program?
a) input sessions 1 2 3 4 5
c) teaching practices 1 2 3 4 5
d) other (please specify).................................. 1 2 3 4 5
11) To what extent do vou think the following helps vou to improve vour attitude in
the new integrated-skills program?
a) input sessions 1 2 3 4 5
c) teaching practices 1 2 3 4 5
d) other (please specify).................................. 1 2 3 4 5
12) To what extent do vou think the following helps vou to improve vour self awareness
in the new integrated-skills program?
a) input sessions 1 2 3 4 5
c) teaching practices 1 2 3 4 5
d) other (please specify).................................. 1 2 3 4 5
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SECTION III: EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NT COURSE
Please circle the appropriate number for both categories. 1= a lot
2= some
3= sometimes
4= a little
5= not at all
13) A) Which aspects o f teaching stressed in NT course do you think are useful in 
the implementation o f the new integrated-skills program?
B) Which aspects of teaching do you most use in your own classes?
A B
To what extent is it 
useful for integrated- 
skills program
a) Personal qualities (Personality, style, voice)
b) Preparation and lesson planning 1 2 3 4 5
c) General class management (instructions, stages) 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5d) Presentation techniques (new materials, 
motivation, checking concept....)
e) Questioning techniques
f) Communicative interaction techniques
g) Teaching o f four skills
h) The use o f teaching aids 
(realia, OHP, tape recorder)
i) Treatment o f errors
j) Achievement o f aims in a lesson
k) Using different approaches, 
methods when needed
To what extent do I 
make use o f them in 
the classroom
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5 
1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
1) self evaluation 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
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SECTION IV: PARTICIPANTS’ GENERAL FEELINGS 
ABOUT THE NT COURSE
14) How do you define the integrated skills program?
15) What are your overall feelings about the NT course? Please write down any further 
comments you would like to make about the NT course.
Thank you very much for your cooperation and assistance.
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Appendix C
Interview Questions for Teaching Coordinator and Teacher Trainers
SECTION VI: INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR TEACHER TRAINING 
COORDINATORS AND TEACHER TRAINERS
You have worked/have been working with the NT trainees.
* Do you notice any changes in the new teachers in the areas o f theoretical knowledge, 
skills and attitude?
* Which area(s) show the most difference?
* What kind o f knowledge change do you see?
* What is the change observed in their teaching performance?
* How do their attitudes differ after the NT course?
* In what ways do the input sessions and teaching practices change trainees?
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Appendix D
Feedback for Current Trainee Questionnaire Construction
To: Alişan Şan
From: John Eldridge, Assist. Dir. Teacher Training & Development 
Re: MA Research
Date: 16-03-98
Dear Alisan,
Re. Your Research / Questionnaire:
1. Please ensure that you contact each and every one of the sample you choose personally, 
and in writing. See the EMUEPS Teachers’ Handbook, p.45 for further information and 
guidelines.
2. Make sure you tell the teachers involved when you would like to pick up the completed 
questionnaires, and be here, personally, to do so.
3. Write them a short thank you note.
4. Follow the sample procedure with the teacher trainers and ensure that they are given 
copies as clearly as possible of the results.
5. Before distributing the questionnaires, make an appointment with the coordinator of the 
program, Dorinda Drury, to see if she has any comments about the questionnaire.
I would personally make the following observations:
p .4: Grammar o f all questions needs amending.
p.5: You seem to be taking for granted that all these aspects o f teaching are stressed in the 
NT Course. You should establish if this is exactly the case. It would also seem to me that 
some o f these ‘aspects o f teaching’ do not cohere with the question, eg . j) ‘To what 
extent do I make use o f achievement of aims in a lesson?’ - makes no sense - 1 would 
advise you to check the others.
P.6: section iv heading is very unclear, and why do you assumed that the NT course has 
attended to have an effect, on what goes on in the self-study centers, or why, to give 
another example, you assume that speaking activities do take place in the Listening 
Center.
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It will not be very meaningfiil to either you or us, if you research and evaluate / relate to 
the NT program, something which it is not intended to have a relationship with. I would 
check this with the coordinator, and consider very carefully whether to proceed with this 
section of the research.
p. 7: Most worthwhile / least worthwhile what?
And I would also remind you that as New Teachers, this group of teachers have no 
experience o f other teaching programs at EMUEPS, or mostly, elsewhere, and are 
therefore in position to compare systems, or, in many ways, discuss the implementation in 
full - as they were not here when the initial steps were taken to implement it.
A better, or at least additional question to ask them, would be to get them to define an 
integrated skills program, and comment on how far our program matches it.
John Eldridge
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Appendix E 
Sample Letters
A Sample Thank-you Letter for Participant Teachers
May 18, 1998
Dear Mr. Eşlik,
Your contribution to my research on “Assessing the Effectiveness o f the ‘New Teachers 
Course’ at EMUEPS” has provided my study with great insight.
I am sure that the NT trainees, coordinators, the prospective trainees, administrators and 
the teachers and students o f the EMUEPS will benefit from my study and it will help the 
development of the future projects on teacher training courses in our institution. This 
study will also enable you to see the strengths and weaknesses of the NT trainees, and the 
changes observed in the trainees knowledge, skills and attitude in teaching learning 
practices.
I would like to thank you for your cooperation and active participation to my research. If 
you want to get more information about my study please do not hesitate to contact me.
Yours sincerely.
Alişan Şan
MA-TEFL Program
Bilkent University
Faculty o f Humanities and Letters
Bilkent 06533, Ankara
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A Sample Letter o f Information and Thank-you for the Director, the Assistant Directors, 
the Teacher Trainers and the Teaching Coordinators of EMUEPS
June 11, 1998
Dear Mr. Fry,
Your contribution to my research on “Assessing the Effectiveness o f the ‘New Teachers 
Course’ at EMUEPS” has provided my study great assistance.
As you know I have sent the thesis proposal to the administration of the EMUEPS during 
the first stages o f my thesis preparations to inform the institution about my study and get 
permission for my research to be carried out in EMUEPS. After that, I have arranged an 
appointment with the Assistant Director who is responsible from Teacher Training and 
Development and discussed about my research questionnaire. Then, during the data 
collection period I have collected the data in EMUEPS as arranged and to meet the 
requirements o f the EMUEPS I have sent a letter to thank all the participants of my study. 
As the final step o f the requirements of the EMUEPS I will submit an approved copy of 
my thesis.
I am sure that the NT trainees, coordinators, the prospective trainees, administrators and 
the teachers and students of the EMUEPS will benefit from my study and it will help the 
development o f the future projects on teacher training courses in our institution. This 
study will also enable you to see the strengths and weaknesses o f the NT trainees, and the 
changes observed in the trainees knowledge, skills and attitude regarding teaching learning 
practices
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I would like to thank you for your cooperation and active participation to my research. I 
would give you more information about my study as soon as possible. Please do not 
hesitate to contact me if you have any questions about my research or about MA TEFL 
Program in general.
Yours sincerely,
Ahşan Şan
MA-TEFL Program
Bilkent University
Faculty o f Humanities and Letters
Bilkent 06533, Ankara
cc. Dr. Gulsen Musayeva, Director, EMUEPS
Aygul Ogluekiz, Assistant Director, Teaching Operation
Eren S. Kufi, Assistant Director, Resources
John Eldrige, Assistant Director, Teacher Training and Development
Ramadan Eyyam, Assistant Director, Student Affairs
